Globally, priority areas for biodiversity are relatively well known, yet few detailed plans exist to direct conservation action within them, despite urgent need. Madagascar, like other globally recognized biodiversity hot spots, has complex spatial patterns of endemism that differ among taxonomic groups, creating challenges for the selection of within-country priorities. We show, in an analysis of wide taxonomic and geographic breadth and high spatial resolution, that multitaxonomic rather than single-taxon approaches are critical for identifying areas likely to promote the persistence of most species. Our conservation prioritization, facilitated by newly available techniques, identifies optimal expansion sites for the Madagascar government's current goal of tripling the land area under protection. Our findings further suggest that high-resolution multitaxonomic approaches to prioritization may be necessary to ensure protection for biodiversity in other global hot spots.
A pproximately 50% of plant and 71 to 82% of vertebrate species are concentrated in biodiversity hot spots covering only 2.3% of Earth's land surface (1) . These irreplaceable regions are thus among the highest global priorities for terrestrial conservation; reasonable consensus exists on their importance among various global prioritization schemes that identify areas of both high threat and unique biodiversity (2) . The spatial patterns of species richness, endemism, and rarity of different taxonomic groups within priority areas, however, rarely align and are less well understood (3) (4) (5) (6) . Detailed analysis of these patterns is required to allocate conservation resources most effectively (7, 8) .
To date, only a few quantitative, highresolution, systematic assessments of conservation priorities have been developed within these highly threatened and biodiverse regions (9, 10) . This deficiency results from multiple obstacles, including limited data or access to data on species distributions and computational constraints on achieving high-resolution analyses over large geographic areas. We have been able to overcome each of these obstacles for Madagascar, a global conservation priority (1, 2, 11). Like many other regions (3) (4) (5) (6) , Madagascar has complex, often nonconcordant patterns of microendemism among taxa (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , rendering the design of efficient protected-area networks particularly difficult (4, 6) . We collated data for endemic species in six major taxonomic groups [ants, butterflies, frogs, geckos, lemurs, and plants (table S1)], using recent robust techniques in species distribution modeling (18, 19) and conservation planning (20, 21) to produce the first quantitative conservation prioritization for a biodiversity hot spot with this combination of taxonomic breadth (2315 species), geographic extent (587,040 km 2 ), and spatial resolution (30-arc sec grid =~0.86 km 2 ). Currently, an important opportunity exists to influence reserve network design in Madagascar, given the government's commitment, announced at the World Parks Congress in 2003, to triple its existing protected-area network to 10% coverage (22) . Toward this goal, our high-resolution analysis prioritizes areas by their estimated contribution to the persistence of these 2315 species and identifies regions that optimally complement the existing reserve network in Madagascar.
We input expert-validated distribution models for 829 species and point occurrence data for the remaining species [those with too few occurrences to model, called rare target species (RTS)] into a prioritization algorithm, Zonation (20, 21) , which generates a nested ranking of conservation priorities (23) . Species that experienced a large proportional loss of suitable habitat (range reduction) between the years 1950 and 2000 were given higher weightings [equation 2 of (23), (24) ]. We evaluated all solutions [defined here as the highest-ranked 10% of the landscape to match the target that Madagascar has set for conservation (22) Avoiding complete gaps for all species considered, or "minimal representation," is a basic goal of conservation prioritization (8) and can be accomplished in only 1020 grid squares (0.1% of the area of Madagascar) in a multitaxon analysis. The single-taxon solutions ( fig. S1 ), however, did a poor job of minimally representing other species (Table 1) because of their low overlap ( fig. S2 ). In single-taxon solutions, 25 to 50% of RTS species from other taxa were entirely omitted (Table 1A) . Zero to 18% of modeled species were omitted, depending on whether evaluation was based on actual occurrence points (Table 1B) or distribution models (Table 1D) . Overall, the use of any single-taxon solution would result in 16 to 39% of all species ending up as complete gaps (Table 1C , based on actual occurrence records).
In addition to ensuring minimal representation, our goal is to maximize proportional representation (the proportion of distribution or occurrence points) of species, especially those most vulnerable to extinction, in order to increase the probability of their persistence (11) . In singletaxon solutions, we found that species from other taxa would often be represented at lower levels than the target taxon. Mean proportional representation for modeled species outside of the taxon was lower by a factor of 1.2 to 1.5 relative to the target taxon for all groups except plants (Fig. 1A) , which include the most species and the smallest-ranged species within this data set, making it comparatively difficult to protect large proportions of each species even in the plantspecific solution. Similarly, single-taxon solutions contained only 69 to 83%, on average, of the occurrence points for included (species that are represented by at least one record) RTS outside the target taxon, as compared to 100% of RTS records for species within the target taxon (Table 1E) . Thus, any conservation prioritization based on a single surrogate taxon would be of limited utility for identifying conservation priorities across taxa in Madagascar.
The ideal solution to the surrogacy problem is to include all species in a single analysis ( Fig.  2A) , thus avoiding complete gaps (Table 1 , last column) while optimizing proportional representation across all taxa. Until now, because of computational constraints, such analyses have not been feasible for this spatial resolution, geographic extent, and number of taxa. Figure S3A shows what can be achieved with the core-area Zonation method when used with weightings that account for historical range reductions. Without this weighting scheme, two species with the same current range size could be included at identical proportional representation, even though one had experienced a precipitous decline in range whereas the other had not. This approach thus prioritizes two classes of vulnerability. Narrow-ranged species, which are vulnerable to habitat loss coincident with their small ranges, are inherently prioritized by the Zonation algorithm [equation S1 of (23)]. Species that have suffered extensive recent range reductions (red dots in fig. S3 ) are additionally prioritized by their weightings, and the proportion of their historical (baseline) range included is thus increased.
Covering all six taxonomic groups simultaneously necessarily invokes tradeoffs, decreasing, for example, the proportions of species distributions represented in each taxon significantly relative to its own single-taxon solution (Fig. 1B, -0 .04 ± 0.002 SE, paired Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, P < 0.0001). To assess this tradeoff, we calculated a potential extinction risk for modeled species based on future distributional loss under the single-and multitaxon solutions, assuming loss of all habitat outside of prioritized areas and an aggregate species-area response (24) . The increase in potential extinction risk for each taxonomic group incurred under the multitaxon solution relative to its own ( fig. S4 ) constitutes the cost of including hundreds of species in the protected-area network that would otherwise be omitted (Table 1C) .
We compared our multitaxon solution ( Fig.  2A) against the actual parks selected during the recent protected-area expansion phase of 2002-2006 that has increased the total reserve coverage from 2.9 to 6.3% of Madagascar (Fig. 2B) . The mean proportion of modeled species distributions included in the multitaxon solution (using the top 6.3% prioritized to compare with the area protected by 2006) was not significantly higher than in the actual selections (+0.004 ± 0.002 SE, paired test, NS), as is expected because of tradeoffs among species (that is, given the fixed area of 6.3%, some species increased in representation when the optimized solution was compared to the actual solution, whereas others necessarily decreased, resulting in no mean change). The multitaxon solution, however, included all species, whereas the actual selections entirely omitted 28% of species (based on actual occurrence points, fig. S5 ). In addition, proportions included for the species with narrowest ranges or largest scores for the proportional range-reduction index were significantly larger in the multitaxon solution (at 6.3% of area) as compared to the actual selection [Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test, first (smallest) quartile of range size, D = 0.28, n = 207 species, P < 0.001; fourth (largest) quartile of proportional range-reduction index, D = 0.149, n = 207 species, P = 0.001].
Finally, because we are operating in a realworld conservation context and many protected areas have already been established in Madagascar, we developed a realistic Zonation solution, fig. S1 , A to F), compared to the values obtained for its taxonomic group only under the multitaxon solution (black, map in Fig. 2A ). optimized to expand on existing protected areas (6.3%) by adding an additional 3.7% of area (Fig.  2B, constrained solution) . Like the unconstrained solution ( Fig. 2A and (20, 21) and the weighting system used. Among modeled species, those that have already lost much of their range (Fig. 3 , A to C; red indicates the highest quartile of proportional range-reduction index) or are currently narrow-ranged (Fig. 3 , D to F; red indicates the smallest quartile of range) increase most in proportional representation when moving from current parks (Fig. 3 , B and E) to the constrained optimized solution (Fig. 3, C and F) . For RTS species, expansion from current parks to the optimized solution would increase mean proportional representation to 99.9 ± 0.1% SE of occurrences from 0% for gap species (39% of all RTS, fig. S5 ) or 67.8 ± 1.9% SE for included species ( fig. S6 ). Thus, although the protected areas selected to date have captured a relatively high proportion of Madagascar's species (~70% of species considered here, fig. S5 ), careful selection of the remaining 3.7% of area (as in the plan proposed in Fig. 2B ) can produce further substantial conservation gains, both by including many more species and by increasing the proportional representation of the most vulnerable ones. Our analysis provides fresh insights into conservation needs for Madagascar, identifying, for example, several regions within the central plateau massifs and littoral forests as priorities (Fig. 2) : areas with relatively low forest cover but considerable endemism that have been historically neglected in favor of protecting large forest blocks. Although our national-scale analysis identifies important biodiversity priorities at high resolution, precise delineation of protected areas requires taking socioeconomic factors into account (25) . Within these priority areas, those that are most vulnerable to habitat destruction or are most highly ranked ( fig. S7 ) should receive immediate attention (26) . Although conservation areas must be identified by the end of 2008, final refinement and legal designation will not be completed until 2012. Thus, time is available for implementation of an iterative process (8) : rerunning this analysis to select optimal replacement sites each time areas within the solution are definitively rejected or destroyed, or alternate areas are definitively selected. Such updates could Table 1 . Surrogacy of higher taxa, comparing single-and multitaxon solutions. Section A, percentage of complete gap species for RTS species (n = 1486). B, percentage of complete gap species for modeled species (n = 829). C, percentage of complete gap species for all species (modeled and RTS, n = 2315). Sections A, B, and C are based on occurrence data, and complete gaps are species with no points included in the solution. The diagonals and the multitaxon columns have no unrepresented species, demonstrating as expected that Zonation includes all species considered within its solution. For D, the gap analysis was performed with models rather than occurrence points. E, mean percent of occurrence points included for nongap RTS species (species represented by at least one point in the solution). n.a., not applicable because all species are included in the solution by definition. (27) . Our results suggest that conducting comparable analyses for other globally biodiverse areas is not only feasible but necessary, because of the inadequacy of single-taxon analyses to identify cross-taxon priorities and the need to develop high-resolution priorities within hot spots. As conservation targets are approached, optimization techniques become particularly critical to guide the final, toughest choices, so as to increase both the future representation of species in reserves and the probability that populations of these species will persist. The toxicity of ionizing radiation is associated with massive apoptosis in radiosensitive organs. Here, we investigate whether a drug that activates a signaling mechanism used by tumor cells to suppress apoptosis can protect healthy cells from the harmful effects of radiation. We studied CBLB502, a polypeptide drug derived from Salmonella flagellin that binds to Toll-like receptor 5 (TLR5) and activates nuclear factor-kB signaling. A single injection of CBLB502 before lethal total-body irradiation protected mice from both gastrointestinal and hematopoietic acute radiation syndromes and resulted in improved survival. CBLB502 injected after irradiation also enhanced survival, but at lower radiation doses. It is noteworthy that the drug did not decrease tumor radiosensitivity in mouse models. CBLB502 also showed radioprotective activity in lethally irradiated rhesus monkeys. Thus, TLR5 agonists could potentially improve the therapeutic index of cancer radiotherapy and serve as biological protectants in radiation emergencies.
T he toxicity of high-dose ionizing radiation (IR) is associated with induction of acute radiation syndromes (1) involving the hematopoietic system (HP) and gastrointestinal tract (GI). The extreme sensitivity of HP and GI cells to genotoxic stress largely determines the adverse side effects of anticancer radiation therapy and chemotherapy (2) . Development of radioprotectants for medical and biodefense applications has primarily focused on antioxidants that protect tissues (3) and cytokines that stimulate tissue regeneration (4).
Here, we have explored whether radioprotection can be achieved through suppression of apoptosis, the major mechanism underlying massive cell loss in radiosensitive tissues (5-7). Specifically, we have attempted to pharmacologically mimic an antiapoptotic mechanism frequently acquired by tumor cells, i.e., constitutive activation of the nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) pathway (8) . NF-kB is a transcription factor that plays a key role in cellular and organismal response to infectious agents as a mediator of innate and adaptive immune reactions. The link between NF-kB and the mammalian response to IR has been established by previous work showing that GI radiosensitivity is enhanced in mice with a genetic defect in NF-kB signaling (9) . Activation of NF-kB induces multiple factors that contribute to cell protection and promote tissue regeneration, including apoptosis inhibitors, reactive oxygen species scavengers, and cytokines. Finally, NF-kB activation is among the mechanisms by which tumors inhibit function of the p53 tumor suppressor pathway (10), one of the major determinants of radiosensitivity (11) .
In order to activate NF-kB in GI cells without inducing acute inflammatory responses, we studied factors produced by benign microorganisms in the human gut that activate NF-kB by binding to Toll-like receptors (TLRs) expressed by host cells (12) . Stimulation of TLR signaling by commensal microflora plays a protective role in the GI tract (13) . In particular, we focused on TLR5, which is expressed on enterocytes, dendritic cells (14) , and endothelial cells of the small intestine lamina propria (15) . Endothelial cell apoptosis has been identified as an important contributor to the pathogenesis of GI acute radiation syndrome (16) . The only known ligand and agonist of TLR5 is the bacterial protein flagellin (17) .
To investigate whether flagellin has in vivo radioprotective activity, we injected flagellin purified from Salmonella enterica serovar Dublin (18) into NIH-Swiss mice 30 min before totalbody g irradiation (TBI). Treatment with 0.2 mg/kg of body weight of flagellin protected mice from lethal doses of 10 and 13 Gy that induce mortality from HP and GI acute radiation syndromes, respectively (Fig. 1A) . Flagellin did not rescue mice from 17 Gy TBI but prolonged their median survival from 7 to 12 days. The dose-modifying factor (DMF, the fold change in irradiation dose lethal for 50% of animals) of CBLB502 in NIHSwiss mice was 1.6, exceeding that of other radioprotective compounds, such as cytokines or amifostine, used at nontoxic doses (3) .
To reduce the immunogenicity and toxicity of flagellin, we took advantage of studies that mapped the TLR5-activating domains of flagellin to its evolutionarily conserved N and C termini (Fig. 1B ) (19) . We tested a series of engineered flagellin derivatives for NF-kB activation in vitro (Fig.  1B and fig. S1 ). The most potent NF-kB activator, designated CBLB502, included the complete N-and C-terminal domains of flagellin separated by a flexible linker ( fig. S1 ). CBLB502 produced in Escherichia coli as a recombinant protein retains entirely the NF-kB-inducing activity and exceptional stability of flagellin (18), yet is substantially less immunogenic ( fig. S2 ). It is also less toxic than flagellin, with a maximum tolerated dose (MTD) in mice of 25 mg/kg as compared with the 12 mg/kg MTD of flagellin (20) . Flagellin derivatives that failed to activate NF-kB in vitro did not provide radioprotection in vivo (one example is shown in Fig. 1C ), which suggested that activation of TLR5 signaling is necessary for radioprotection.
To test whether CBLB502 retained the radioprotective efficacy of flagellin, we administered a single injection of the compound (0.2 mg/kg) to NIH-Swiss mice 30 min before 13 Gy TBI. The treatment (18) rescued more than 87% of mice from radiation-induced death (Fig. 1C) . At this radiation dose, the most powerful previously described radioprotectants provided about 54% protection [amifostine (21)] or had no protective effect at all [5-androstenediol (5-AED) or Neumune (22)] (Fig. 1C) . Notably, the moderate protective effect observed with amifostine against 13 Gy TBI required injection of a dose (150 mg/kg) close to its MTD (200 mg/kg in NIH-Swiss mice). CBLB502 showed a significantly stronger protective effect (P < 0.05) when it was injected at less than 1% of its MTD.
To address the practicality of CBLB502 as an antiradiation drug, we investigated the time frame for effective administration of the compound at different radiation doses. CBLB502 protected mice against the very high doses of radiation that induce lethal HP or combined HP and GI syndromes (10 Gy and 13 Gy, respectively) only when injected 15 to 60 min before TBI (Fig. 1D) . The compound provided no survival benefit if injected before this time interval or after irradiation. This PDF file includes:
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METHODS
MODELING OF SPECIES DISTRIBUTIONS
Data
All known species endemic to the Malagasy sub-region (S1) were included for the six major groups studied, unless noted otherwise in Table S1 , which also lists the data sources and number of species within each of the six taxonomic groups. Point locality data (species occurrences) were standardised by each data provider in accordance with the most updated taxonomies available. After referencing point locality data to a 30 arcsecond grid (0.86 km 2 at the Equator), all duplicates were eliminated from the database to reduce sample biases, unless they occurred in separate time periods (see Temporal
Referencing, below). The Appendix provides species names, IUCN status, number of occurrence points after elimination of duplicates, and other information.
Habitat Suitability Modeling
We divided the species into two initial categories based on their number of available records (Table S1 , Appendix). If the species had fewer than eight records, it was classified as a "Rare Target Species" (RTS) and we did not produce a habitat suitability model. Our division level of 8 records was based on several analyses examining the effect of sample size on model accuracy, which also showed that the modeling technique used (Maxent) was particularly capable of producing good models with few records (S2) , and that one can model successfully with a small number of records given suitable model validation techniques (S3).
In comparative tests, the Maxent software(S4)
(http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent) that we used for this work has recently been found to be among the best modeling procedures for generating environmental niche predictions (S5). Maxent is a machine-learning technique which models a species' environmental niche as a probability distribution defined over the cells of the study area. The generated probability distribution is constrained to match the empirical averages of the environmental variables (and some functions thereof), determined using the species' point locality data. Among the probability distributions that satisfy all the constraints, the one of maximum entropy is chosen (S4). We refer to the Maxent output for a species as a habitat suitability map, with suitability values ranging continuously from 0 to 100. Since relatively few of our species had large numbers of distribution points, we further imposed stringent validation criteria in a two-part procedure to reject poor models (S2,S3).
Environmental Variables
We used nine climate variables and a forest cover variable in modeling species distributions. Point locality data were spatially and temporally referenced against environmental layers (all on a 30 arc second grid) for climate (www.worldclim.org, S6) for two time periods (1930 to 1960 and 1950 to 2000) , and for percent forest cover (S7) for four time periods (1950, 1970, 1990 and 2000) . Mean monthly temperature, mean minimum monthly temperature, mean maximum monthly temperature, and average 
Temporal referencing of point data
Because of the temporal spread in the point locality data (from 1802 to 2003) we used the "Samples With Data" format for inputting point locality data into Maxent, ensuring that for each record, the environmental data was drawn from the era matching Duplicate species records for any individual grid cell were only retained if they were from different temporal periods (as defined above), meaning that they could contain different environmental data reflecting climate and/or habitat change in that location. If duplicate removal resulted in a species having fewer than 8 records it was dropped from the modeling group and assigned to the RTS species group.
Validation and error estimation of environmental niche models
To reject poor predictions, first, all species with >8 independent points (grid squares) were modeled 100 times, randomly selecting 75% of the data for training and using the remaining 25% for testing. With the testing points, we calculated the Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves (AUC) for each of the 100 predictions per species. 1000 randomly generated background points were used in training the models, and a different randomized set of 1000 pseudo-absence points were 
Correcting for biogeographical over-prediction
Habitat suitability models often over-predict species distributions because dispersal barriers and other biogeographic factors are not taken into account (S9). We created an algorithm to remove areas of over-prediction from the mean model in order to produce conservative models for conservation planning that closely represent areas of occupied habitat. This algorithm thresholds the model at a user defined habitat suitability value (t), identifies regions above the threshold which contain observation points, draws a minimum convex hull around all such regions, and buffers the hull by a given number of grid cells (b). Within the limits of this buffered hull the model values are retained, regardless of whether they are above t. Finally, a fading buffer width can also be set to a given number of grid cells (f), within which the model values are linearly reduced until they reach zero.
We generated three versions to remove over-prediction using different thresholds and buffers: Actizera atrigemmata and its three biogeographically corrected models, along with its distribution points. Each data provider evaluated the three "corrected" versions against the original; across taxa, data providers for all taxonomic groups preferentially selected Version 1 (e.g. Fig S8b) as the best of the four models for the majority of their species.
We subsequently used this version for all species in the conservation prioritizations. For each modeled species, its range size was defined in a threshold-independent manner as the sum of habitat suitability scores across the entire island. million hectares to accommodate conservation planning exercises that will identify the final 2.12 million hectares (3.74%), that will result in a total of 6 million hectares, or 10% of the landscape being protected.
CONSERVATION PRIORITY SETTING
Zonation algorithm
The Zonation algorithm (S11, S12) differs philosophically from target-based planning or maximum coverage reserve selection (S13). Zonation does not operate to meet hard targets assigned to species (or biodiversity features, in more generalized terms), but rather, a spatial conservation prioritization is generated based on trade-offs described between species. These trade-offs are defined by the weightings and connectivity responses assigned to species in the analysis. In addition, Zonation generates a hierarchy of nested solutions, instead of a single (near) optimal solution. The hierarchy is generated by the iterated removal of that cell whose loss causes the smallest decrease in the conservation value of the remaining reserve network, taking complementarity and connectivity into account. The final result is both a nested gradation of conservation priority throughout the landscape and an associated set of curves (see Fig   S9 as an example) describing how well each species does at any given level of cell removal. We examined the top 10% ranked cells corresponding to 10% of the area of 
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Core-area Zonation gives highest value to locations with high habitat suitability levels for species. In particular, it does not treat habitat suitability scores as additive, meaning that ten cells with habitat suitability of 10 are seen as less valuable than a single location with a score of 100. At the start of any one iteration, Core-area Zonation defines marginal loss caused by the loss of cell i as:
where w j is the weight of species j, c i is the cost of adding cell i to the reserve network, q ij is the local occurrence level of species j in cell i, and Q j (S) is the fraction of the distribution of species j in the remaining set of grid cells, S. Equation (S1) thus integrates the cost of the cell, the priority (weight) given for the species, local occurrence levels and how much of its range each species has already been omitted during the course of the algorithm. It gives high rank to low-cost cells that have high occurrence levels for highpriority species. Heuristically, the lowest-priority cells, removed early in the Zonation process, are those that do not have high occurrence levels for any species of importance.
The critical part of Equation (S1) is Q j (S), the proportion of the remaining range of species j located in cell i in the remaining set of cells, S. When a substantial part of the range of a species has been removed by the algorithm, Q j (S) decreases, and the value of the remaining locations goes up. Thus, the last remaining localities for initially common species will have high value. Consequently, core-area Zonation retains important "core areas" of all species until the end of cell removal, even if the species is initially widespread and common. High-priority species that have narrow ranges will end up with relatively highest fractions of their ranges covered.
Compared to another variant for the cell removal rule, the additive benefit function rule, core-area Zonation produces lower mean but higher minimum representations across species, and the top ranking areas will have relatively higher local occurrence levels (habitat quality) for individual species. As a consequence, core-area Zonation will include high-quality core areas for each species even if the species richness in the area is low, whereas additive benefit function Zonation generally prioritizes areas of higher species-richness (S12). We preferred core-area Zonation because we wished to aim at balanced coverage of all species whether they occur in species-rich or species-poor areas.
The cell cost option (see Equation S1) was not utilized, i.e. cost was considered uniform across the landscape. In Madagascar, virtually all forested lands that are not yet protected are owned by the State (S15). Opportunity costs related to mining or forestry activities could differentiate cost among regions, but including opportunity cost was beyond the scope of this study. An area inclusion mask option was used for those runs that incorporated the existing protected areas. When using the mask, current protected areas (e.g those areas designated by year 2006 totalling 6.3% of the country) were forcibly retained until all other cells had been removed from the landscape (S16). The outcome of our analyses utilizing the mask can be interpreted as answering the question, "What is the optimum expansion strategy from the currently protected areas of Madagascar according to the core-area Zonation rule?".
The Zonation software and a user manual are freely available from http://www.helsinki.fi/bioscience/consplan. The only feature of Zonation used here that is not available in version 1.0 is allowing entry of species data both as continuous
surfaces (models) and point distributions. This possibility will be made available in a forthcoming update, v2.
Weightings
We calculated an index of proportional range reduction, also known as the "fractional extinction risk" (cf. S17), to use as a weighting (w j ) within Zonation for each species, j, based on the change in range size (defined in the threshold-independent manner described in the modeling section, above) between 1950 and 2000, and using the following equation: were given w j =0. We verified that such species were well-represented in the multi-taxon solution (Fig 2b) despite their low weightings (mean + S.E. of occurrences included = 70% + 3% compared with 73.6 + 0.6% over all species; mean proportion of baseline range included + S.E = 0.22 + 0.01 compared with 0.18 + 0.003 over all species).
To assess further the relationship between these weightings and extinction risk, we ranked all species by their weightings (listed in Appendix) and assessed differences among taxonomic groups. Ninety-three percent of the species in the top quartile of 
Smoothing
Smoothing corresponds to a metapopulation-dynamical connectivity calculation which effectively reduces the value of small, isolated fragments and increases the value of areas with a high density of suitable habitat (S11, S24). The smoothing process modifies each species habitat suitability model to produce a species-specific connectivity surface. The smoothing parameter is set using a parameter, alpha, which describes the dispersal ability or scale of landscape use of focal species. We used an alpha corresponding to a mean distance of 2 km using a negative exponential dispersal kernel (S16). While the scale of landscape use is unknown for most species in this dataset, 2 km is a reasonable approximation for landscape use by the largest species in our data set (the lemurs, S25). Effectively, this setting for smoothing indicates a belief that habitat loss within a few kilometres of the focal location may negatively influence meta-population dynamics and probability of population persistence for our set of species.
Smoothing has the benefit of producing a more aggregated reserve network ( Fig   S10) , which is both more likely to maintain populations due to a lower level of fragmentation (S14) and is more realistic to implement on the ground. For each single taxon and the multi-taxon analysis, we created Zonation solutions with and without distribution smoothing, and then asked data providers to evaluate the results for their taxon and the multi-taxon solution. Data providers uniformly preferred the smoothed Zonation solutions; thus we only report results based on distribution smoothing.
Multi-taxon run
It proved computationally impossible to conduct Zonation runs with all 2315 species at the resolution that we had selected for this analysis (30 arc sec grid with 733,643 grid cells). Rather than lose resolution, we instead reduced the area to be considered by excising areas identified as low priority across all of the single taxon solutions (Fig S11) . To accomplish this, we first selected the top 25% of each single taxon solution, and then overlaid these layers. We identified all grid cells that never occurred in any of the top 25% regions for any taxon under any run conditions (i.e., for each single-taxon analysis, we separately examined the impact of smoothing or no smoothing, and of including RTS or not, unpublished analyses), and that also did not fall within an existing protected area. This region, occupying 27% of the country, consisted of heavily impacted agricultural and urban areas with low occurrence levels for species of conservation priority ( Fig S11) . Across all species, the median proportion of species ranges included in this region was 3.6% and the average 5.6%. This region was therefore excised (allocated no-data values) from all species distribution models prior to conducting the multi-taxon Zonation run.
Comparing and evaluating Zonation solutions
We used geographic information system queries to conduct gap analyses based on occurrence data or modeled distributions, and to evaluate proportional representation for modeled species (based on distributions) or RTS (based on occurrence data). For modeled species, proportions of species ranges included were calculated against species'
1950s distributions as the best approximation of a historical baseline; results were qualitatively similar when calculated against current distributions in 2000. To assess the cost of including species outside of the target taxon, we calculated the potential extinction risk (S17) for each taxonomic group within its single taxon solution and in the multitaxon solution (Eqn 3, below).
Potential extinction risk calculations
The calculation of potential extinction risk (S17) was based on the change in range size (summed habitat suitability) between the baseline year of 1950 and our future conservation scenario which assumes that only the protected regions identified by our solution will remains forested. Figure S1 . Conservation priority zones in Madagascar, showing the top 10% prioritized area in red for each of six single taxon solutions. Each taxon prioritizes principally different zones, reflecting differences in patterns of micro-endemism, species richness, and the ecological requirements of each group (S1, S29-S33). For example, priority areas for frogs (C) are restricted to the wetter eastern half of the island, whereas the other groups also show priority areas in the very dry southwestern parts of Madagascar. Figure S2 . Agreements and disagreements between the six single taxon solutions. Combining the top 10% solutions for each of the six taxonomic groups (Fig. S1 A-F) results in an area of 26.4% of the country, shown here, which far exceeds the conservation target. This is due to low overlap between solutions: only 1.6% of the landscape was selected in common by all six single-taxon solutions, whereas 11.4% was unique to one of the single taxon solutions. Dark red shows agreement between all six single taxon solutions (Fig S1 a-f In both panels, the dots for each species are colour-coded by an index of proportional range reduction resulting from habitat loss since 1950 (e.g. species weightings used in Zonation runs), which can be thought of as an important extinction risk factor (S36). Red = top (most threatened) quartile of proportional range reduction weightings, pink = 2nd quartile, grey = 3rd quartile, black = 4th quartile (least threatened). In panel a., it can be observed that most species which had large ranges in 1950 accumulated high extinction risk (red dots), due to losses of large portions of their original ranges in the intervening period. In contrast, species with small range sizes (micro-endemics) varied in proportional range reduction scores (all colours), although more had low risks (black and grey). By comparing panel a. and b., one can see that use of the proportional range reduction weighting ensures relatively high proportions of the species with greatest extinction risk (red dots) are included in the Zonation solution. Visually, as range sizes were reduced due to deforestation, red dots shift left from panel a. to b., due to range loss, and upwards, due to increased proportional representation, from baseline to current distributions. In panel b, it can also be seen that the highest proportions of current ranges included in the solution belong to the most range-restricted and thus most irreplaceable species. Some of these species were range-restricted (micro-endemics) in 1950 and have had little change in their ranges (grey and black dots) while others are newly range-restricted due to habitat loss (red and pink dots). Figure S4 . The cost for each taxonomic group of protecting all other species. For each taxon, the potential risk (S17) is shown for the taxon under its own single-taxon solution (Ants = red, Butterflies = blue, Frogs = cyan, Geckos = pink, Lemurs =brown, Plants = green) and under the multi-taxon solution (hatched). Note that the potential extinction risk is based both on forest losses incurred since 1950 and losses expected in the future under the not unwarranted assumptions that all forests outside of reserves will be lost (S34), and that the majority (estimated at 90%, S35) of Malagasy species are forest-dependent. The group with the highest cost (mantellid frogs) is estimated to increase in extinction risk by a factor of 1.6; in contrast, plants (which constitute the largest species group) experience essentially no change among the two scenarios. The full hierarchical ranking of the Zonation solution, from lowest priority to highest priority of the landscape. The lowest ranked 27% of Madagascar is indicated in grey with no intermediary rankings. In order to conduct the Zonation run at this resolution and with this many taxa, the number of grid cells considered had to be reduced, as described in the text above and as illustrated in Figure S11 . Thus, from the 27% removal rank (73% of landscape remaining) up to the 100% (0% of landscape remaining), the priority ranking ranges from pale pink (lowest conservation priority) through red to black (highest priority). The top 10% of the landscape (90-100%) corresponds to the proposed solution shown in Figure 2b , which also shows internal rankings within the top 10% in three categories. 
Figures
Figure S10. Smoothing comparison.
Unconstrained Zonation solutions (top 10%-ranked priorities) for all taxa combined including RTS species, a. without and b. with the smoothing parameter. Figure S11 . The area of the country excised prior to the multitaxon run.
The cream-colored area was never selected in the top 25% of any taxon's Zonation solution for any of four run types (with and without smoothing, with and without RTS species). This region consists largely of heavily human-dominated, agricultural areas. The cream-colored area (27%), therefore, is the region that was excised from species models prior to conducting the all-taxon Zonation run; red indicates the region retained for conservation planning; black indicates the existing protected areas. Table S1 . Taxonomic data utilized in distribution modeling and conservation planning.
Endemism at the level of the entire taxon within the Malagasy sub-region(S1, S37) is noted based on (S1). Amassing this data involved data contributions from 21 scientists from 16 institutions spread through 6 countries. 
